
Rendani Mulidi was born and raised in Limpopo – place. She studied Human Resource
Management at Tshisimani FET College in Limpopo Province. During her spare time,
she loves cooking trying out new dishes from different cultures. Singing is also her
passion and she has written a number of songs.

She joined the NAMC on the 1st June 2021. “I am Under the Human Capital Division,
and my duties include operating a switchboard, filling, administrative work and when
required conduct recruitment administration and leave management” she says. Before
joining NAMC, Rendani worked at Shoprite as a cashier for four years and at Tevo.

Rendani has always known the NAMC to be about youth career development. She has
seen a lot of young people being groomed to their best abilities within this organisation
and knows people who joined the NAMC as interns and today are progressing well big
companies. That is what inspired her to want to be part of this successful and goal
driven organisation. She applied with the mind-set of longing to be one of the best and
being offered this opportunity was an answered prayer for her.

The internship has met her expectations beyond measure because all the previous
employment she had were irrelevant because they were not in line with what she
studied, so since she joined the NAMC, she has been doing exactly what she studied
for and loves. It is fulfilling for her to be working in this kind of environment. Working
at NAMC for her has been very challenging and inspiring at the same time, having to
engage with highly educated colleagues and having to meet up with their standards,
has therefore encouraged her to want to study further and capacitate herself.

Rendani Mulidi

“My advice to young people is that the world
we live in is constantly changing, it needs young
people who are goal driven and focused, and if one
wishes to join the NAMC, they need to be focused 
and be ready to work hard. Be up to date with every 
issue that is happening nationally, even at a global level”.
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